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This project is aimed at young

Europeans with creative

concerns, and its main

objective is to improve their

business skills in cultural tourism,

facilitating their social

participation and commitment

in rural areas.

In other words, it aims for this

group of young people to

improve and increase their

entrepreneurial skills in cultural

tourism, with the aim of

facilitating their inclusion and

social fixation in these rural

territories to avoid other

derived problems such as

depopulation. of the interior

spaces, the abandonment of

the activities of the primary

sector, or the abandonment of

the patrimonial, landscape

and cultural resources of the

interior, which generates

economic and social

depression.

This context in which young

Europeans live in rural areas

and the challenges related to

the development of these

regions, is not only a local or

national problem, but a

European one.
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On the 5th, 6th and 7th of

December 2022, the

representatives of the

consortium participated in

Tirana (Albania), in the first

meeting of coordination and

exchange of the best of the

Erasmus+ project,

EUROCREATIVE YOUTH (Youth

European Creating Cultural

Tourism | Agreement number:

2022-1-ES02-KA220-YOU-

000085162).

At this meeting, in addition to

UJI which represents Spain and

is the project leader, all the

partners that make up the

respective project, AEGARE

(Spain), Inbie Pl (Poland),

SOTLA (Slovenia), the National

Youth Congress (Albania) and

Kepder participated Kültür

Eğitim ve Proje Derneği

(Turkey).

TIRANA TPM:

This first meeting of

coordination and

exchange of good

practices in Tirana took

place within the works of

the National Youth

Congress with the

program Tirana EYC

2022.Project

representatives

participated in events

dedicated to the

European Year of Youth

organized by the hosts of

the National Youth

Congress in Tirana (NYC).

TIRANA YOUTH 

CAPITAL 2022:
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